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Technology Sector – 1st Quarter 2019 Earnings review
Based on 1st quarter 2019 earnings, it is clear Amazon and Microsoft are posting impressive
results in the Cloud space, while Google remains under pressure in its Cloud business.
Alphabet (Google’s parent) posted disappointing revenues – mostly linked to weaker advertising
revenues on their YouTube video platform. However these weaker numbers also likely include
weaker Cloud-based earnings than expected. Unfortunately Google does not break out their
Cloud revenues or earnings as Amazon of Microsoft. The stock was down 7% on Tuesday in
late US trading.
Along with many industry analysts, we continue to expect annual revenue gains of at least 20%
p.a. for the foreseeable future regarding the Public Cloud market.
In the Cloud space, Google has some specific challenges related to its open source structure
and ‘free’ services. For now we believe companies such as IBM’s recent acquisition of Red Hat
– will be big winners as multinationals seek help transferring and sharing their IT data across
multiple clouds. Proctor & Gamble’s chief technology officer confirmed (CNBC April 30th) they
are not keen to bet the farm on any one Cloud provider and thus spread their usage across all
major Cloud platforms.
Apple’s iCloud service continues to perform well. Apple’s services segment (iCloud and Apple
Music etc) - makes more money than any single product line – it posted impressive revenues of
$11.5bn.
In Apple’s latest earnings, growing consumer confidence has led to raised earnings
expectations for the 2nd quarter this year. Despite a 17% reduction in iPhone sales this quarter
and weaker earnings, with almost 1 billion such devices the growth of Apple services remains
key. This helped boost Apples stock 4% in trading after hours. Apple’s eco-system is
increasingly generating large services revenues – including its iCloud. As Apple moves into
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video streaming and more entertainment based content – iCloud is expected to be a big
beneficiary, hosting all this new content. iCloud hosts more 1 billion Apple devices – allowing
users to organize photos, track their devices, store documents and send emails.

AMAZON EARNINGS – smashes through earnings expectations
Amazon’s 1st quarter 2019 profit far exceeded analysts’ estimates. It demonstrates the
company’s focus on cloud-computing, advertising, and other high-margin businesses continues
to pay off.
Earnings were $7.09 a share, significantly above average analysts’ expectations of $4.67 a
share (Bloomberg). Revenue gained 17% from a year earlier to $59.7 billion – in line with the
average estimate of analysts compiled by Bloomberg.
Earnings have grown considerably in recent quarters by increasing sales in cloud-computing,
digital advertising, and services for third-party sellers on Amazon’s retail site. These are all
more profitable units, than the company’s central online business.
AWS, Amazon’s cloud service, continued its impressive growth with a 41% sales increase over
last year (1st qtr 2018, CNBC source). Sales at AWS rose to $7.7bn from $5.4bn in 2018. The
cloud division continues to be Amazon’s dominant profit source. AWS revenue represented 13%
of total sales at Amazon up from 10% in the fourth quarter.
AWS continues to be the main provider of cloud servers and storage to companies seeking to
outsource their data center infrastructure. Most of the larger Tech unicorns are using Amazon
including Uber, Lyft and Pinterest. Ride-hailing firm Lyft confirmed in its prospectus it
is contracted to spend at least $300mn on AWS over three years — from the beginning of 2019
through 2021.
Separately, Pinterest in its recent IPO filing stated it will spend a minimum of $750 million on
AWS over a six-year period that ends in July 2023. CNBC reported that Apple is spending more
than $30mn a month, or over $360mn annually with Amazon. This is to ensure Apple can
reliably deliver iCloud and other services to consumers.
Microsoft’s Azure is rapidly becoming a stronger competitor, winning some impressive deals in
the retail space. Microsoft announced this week that Azure’s revenue surged 73% in the 1st
quarter (2019). This helped the company also top analyst estimates for both profit and sales.
Microsoft and AWS are the two finalists competing for a $10bn US Department of Defense
contract, known as JEDI. Oracle and IBM dropped out earlier.
Operating income for AWS in the quarter was $2.2 billion. The unit accounted for about 50% of
Amazon’s overall operating income. AWS’ operating margin was 29%, similar to the prior
quarter.
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Amazon doesn’t provide contributions from specific customers, but some of those numbers
have been made public of late, thanks to IPO filings from big spenders and documents that
have been obtained by the press. Amazon has been one of the best-performing large tech
stocks this year. It is currently the third most valuable company in the world, behind Microsoft
and Apple.
With quarterly sales growth of less than 20% for the first time since 2015, shareholders are
seeking greater profit. A significant portion now comes from their Amazon Web Services
division, which leads in the growing cloud computing market - for selling computing power and
data storage. AWS revenue gained almost 42% from a year earlier to $7.7 bn. The unit’s
operating income was $2.2 billion, or 50 percent of Amazon’s total.
Sales in Amazon’s “other” segment, which is mostly advertising, increased 34 percent, to 2.72
billion. The company’s digital advertising franchise has grown into the third largest in the U.S.,
trailing only Alphabet Inc.’s Google and Facebook Inc., researcher EMarketer estimates.
Amazon’s employees grew 12% - with a total headcount now of 630,600 employees.

MICROSOFT EARNINGS
On 25th April 2019, Microsoft became the 3rd US company to reach a $1trillion market cap. This
is after shares surged over 5% to a new intraday high exceeding $131.
This latest rally ensure Microsoft has now joined fellow internet giants Apple and Amazon to
ever reach a $1trillion market cap. While Apple and Amazon did achieve this feat in 2018, it’s
the first time for Microsoft.
Microsoft shares bounced on first quarter 2019 results showing huge gains in its Azure cloudcomputing business, plus sales of its Windows operating system rebounded. The company
posted a 14% gain in quarterly sales from a year earlier.
Microsoft recorded sales of $30.6bn for the quarter, with revenue at the company’s cloudcomputing Azure unit surging 73% from a year earlier. Profits climbed nearly 19%, far
surpassing analyst expectations.
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GLOBAL INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY ETF

CLOUD TECHNOLOGY ETF

The HAN-GINS Cloud Technology UCITS ETF (SKYY) tracks the Solactive Cloud Technology Index, an index
of leading companies that are active in the field of cloud-based software and services. The fund uses an
artificial intelligence process to identify and capture a global cloud technology opportunity set with
constituents weighted by market capitalization and capped at 4%. The fund has a TER of 75 bps.

The HAN-GINS Global Innovative Technology UCITS ETF (ITEK) tracks the Solactive Innovative
Technologies Index, a diversified, global index of pioneering companies that are poised to create and
benefit from tomorrow’s industrial revolutions. The fund targets companies involved in Robotics &
Automation, Cloud Computing & Big Data, Cyber Security, Future Cars, Genomics, Social Media,
Augmented and Virtual Reality and Blockchain, enabling investors to gain exposure to many worldchanging, high-growth sectors in a single trade. The fund has TER of 75 bps.
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About GinsGlobal Index Funds
GinsGlobal Index Funds is a global based asset management company specializing in index mutual funds,
index structured products and capital guaranteed funds for institutional and private investors. Founded
in 2000, the company now has operations in North America, Europe, UK, Asia-Pacific, Middle East and
Africa. www.ginsglobal.com

About HANetf:
HANetf is Europe’s first independent white label ETF platform, providing an efficient, cost effective
solution for asset managers and financial institutions seeking to enter the European ETF market.
HANetf’s innovative platform provides a turnkey solution combining product development, compliance,
capital markets, sales, marketing and distribution. Founded by two of Europe’s leading ETF
entrepreneurs, Hector McNeil and Nik Bienkowski, HANetf has the operational and regulatory
experience necessary to manage the complexities of launching and managing and ETF. www.hanetf.com
Disclaimers
Important Information

The content in this document is issued by GinsGlobal Index Funds Limited. For professional clients only. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any historical performance included on this document may be based on back
testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investment strategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the
performance of such strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypothetical and is provided on this
document solely for informational purposes. Back tested data does not represent actual performance and should not be
interpreted as an indication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may be affected by exchange rate
movements.

Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking
independent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not be available in your market or suitable for you. The
content of this document does not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any
product or make any investment. An investment in an ETF is dependent on the performance of the underlying index, less costs,
but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETFs involve numerous risks including among others, general market
risks relating to the relevant underlying index, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal
and regulatory risks.
The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any
other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where none of
the Issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and where no prospectus of any of the Issuers has
been filed with any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document or information on this document should be
taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States. None of the Issuers, nor any securities issued by
them, have been or will be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or
qualified under any applicable state securities statutes. The products discussed on this document are issued by HANetf ICAV.
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This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our belief or current expectations with
regards to the performance of certain assets classes and/or sectors. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks,
uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and actual results could differ
materially from those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. HANetf ICAV is an open-ended Irish collective asset management vehicle which is constituted as an
umbrella fund with segregated liability between sub-funds and with variable capital organised under the laws of Ireland and
authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”). Investors should read the prospectus of HANetf ICAV (“HANetf Prospectus”)
before investing and should refer to the section of the HANetf Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks
associated with an investment in the Shares
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